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Consider what’s shared, not shared: Networking, File System, PID Namespace, Init System, Device Access, Logging
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“Superprivileged Containers”

Integration is good, not bad (frequently at least)
Three supported service formats: SysV, Native, Portable
Let's avoid defining something new (instead: simple directory tree/subvolume, or GPT containing squashfs)

Services run directly from it (think: RootImage=, similar to RootDirectory=)

Let's fix chroot()!
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Per-Service Firewalling and Accounting

For portable services (unlike for native and SysV): Sandboxing is opt-out, not opt-in!
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D-Bus, . . .
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Out of Scope: Load distribution/migration à la fleetd, Cluster deployment, claim we’d define a universal API, server side functionality, desktop stuff
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```
systemctl start https://myservicerepo.org/foobar.psi
systemctl status foobar
systemctl stop foobar
systemctl purge foobar
systemctl start -H otherhost https://myservicerepo.org/foobar.psi
systemctl start -H otherhost ./workproject.psi
```
That’s all, folks!